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Abstract- Advances in PC and telecom commercial enterprises have made wireless systems progressively well- known and 
omnipresent.  As wireless communication picks up prominence, significant exploration has been dedicated to supporting 
continuous real time transmission with strict Quality of Service (QoS) necessities for remote wireless applications. In the 
meantime, a wireless hybrid network that combines a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) and a wireless infrastructure network 
has been ended up being a superior option for the cutting edge wireless networks. Hybrid networks suffer invalid reservation 
and race condition issues in MANETs if the resource reservation based QoS routing for MANETs is applied in hybrid 
networks. But how to ensure the QoS routing in hybrid networks remains an open issue. So here an enhanced QoS-Oriented 
Distributed routing protocol with traffic awareness (TQOD) is proposed to upgrade the QoS support capability of hybrid 
wireless networks. Exploiting less transmission hops and any cast transmission highlights of the hybrid networks, TQOD 
converts the data packet routing problem into a resource scheduling problem. TQOD includes the following algorithms: 1) a 
QoS-assured neighbor node selection algorithm to satisfy the transmission delay constraint, 2) a low traffic level path selection 
algorithm to further minimize the packet delay and to improve network throughput 3) a distributed data packet scheduling 
algorithm for packet routing and to further reduce transmission delay, 4) a node mobility based packet resizing algorithm that 
adaptively adjusts size of the segment as per the node mobility in order to decrease transmission time and 5) a data redundancy 
elimination algorithm to discard the redundant data to further boost the transmission QoS. The results are shown through 
simulations on NS-3. 
 
Index Terms- Hybrid Wireless Networks, Manets, Wireless Infrastructure Networks, Quality Of Service (Qos), Channel 
Utility. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the ubiquitousness and arrival of wireless 
technology, a wide range of modern services are 
expected to be assisted including the appealing and 
attractive services that currently exist in wired systems. 
The fast development of wireless networks has 
stimulated various wireless applications that have 
been used in wide areas of commerce, military, 
emergency services and entertainment. The need for 
high Quality of Service (QoS) support in wireless and 
mobile networking environments have been increased 
due to the emergence and the envisioned future of real 
time and multimedia applications [1]. The QoS 
support minimizes end-to-end transmission delay and 
enhances throughput to ensure consistent, coherent 
and smooth communication between mobile devices 
and wireless infrastructures. 
Infrastructure wireless networks and ad hoc networks 
are two popular types of wireless networks. But these 
networks have several disadvantages. To overcome 
the disadvantages of infrastructure wireless networks 
and to deliver Internet connectivity to the mobile hosts 
in ad hoc networks, hybrid wireless networks can be 
built to widen the utilization of wireless networks. 
Hybrid wireless networks are a feasible networking 
solution to combat the drawbacks of infrastructure 
wireless networks and provide internet connectivity to  

 
ad hoc networks.  Hybrid wireless networks can help 
to attain the stringent end-to-end QoS requirements of 
various wireless applications and have been proven to 
be a better network organization for the next 
generation wireless networks. Hybrid networks 
cooperatively combine infrastructure networks and 
MANETs to leverage each other.  Specifically, 
infrastructure networks can stretch or amend the 
scalability of MANETs, while MANETs 
spontaneously form self-organizing networks, 
expanding the coverage of the infrastructure 
networks.  
However, limited effort has been taken to support QoS 
routing in hybrid wireless networks. Most of the 
progressing works in hybrid networks mainly focus on 
improving network capacity or routing reliability but 
it cannot provide QoS-guaranteed services. Hybrid 
networks inherits the invalid reservation and race 
condition issues in MANETs if the reservation-based 
QoS routing protocols of MANETs are directly 
applied to it. Also, it is very significant to recognize 
and realize the required components in terms of 
hardware and protocols in order to deploy hybrid 
networks. Additionally, the routing protocols for 
infrastructure wireless networks cannot be directly 
employed in the multi-hop environments like hybrid 
wireless networks as these protocols depend on direct 
transmission range of the access point. So it is 
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essential to invent new routing systems that can better 
adjust to the hybrid networks with fluctuating traffic 
composition and application necessities. In order to 
improve QoS performance in hybrid wireless network, 
an enhanced QoS-Oriented Distributed routing 
protocol with Traffic awareness (TQOD) is proposed. 
The main aim of TQOD is to reduce the end-to-end 
transmission time and to enhance the system 
throughput. 
 
II. RELATED WORKS 
 
A. QoS in Infrastructure Wireless Networks 
The existing systems of the infrastructure wireless 
networks are based on two models. They are 
integrated services (IntServ) [2] and differential 
services (DiffServ) [3] .The Intserv model was 
proposed by IETF and it provides per flow end-to-end 
relations. The IntServ model yield benefits from both 
datagram networks and circuit switched networks.  
The Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [4] was 
used as the chief signaling protocol for generating and 
retaining connections. It is also employed for 
transmitting data and reserving resources along the 
route. With the proper resource management, routers 
are equipped to assure the QoS specifications for each 
of the connection and flow. But when the amount of 
flow in the network increases, the routers may require 
more memory and hence it increases the routing 
overhead. The Differentiated Services (DiffServ) was 
designed to overcome the difficulties of implementing 
and deploying Integrated Services and RSVP in the 
Internet. DiffServ offers hop-by-hop differentiated 
packet delivery. The DiffServ is based on the concept 
of Service Level Agreement (SLA). It incorporates 
fine grained technique to regulate traffic in the 
network [3]. However the packet dropping ratio and 
the bandwidth cannot be minimized. So it fails to 
guarantee the required QoS. 
  
B. QoS in Mobile Ad hoc networks 
AODV is the most popular routing protocol for ad hoc 
networks, and has been investigated broadly by many 
researchers for a large number of network topologies 
and environments. Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance 
Vector Routing (AODV) [5] is a distance vector 
routing protocol based on the Destination-Sequenced 
Distance Vector Algorithm (DSDV) [7] and DSR [8]. 
AODV is a pure on demand routing protocol that 
discovers a route only when it is necessary for a source 
node. It is much simpler and does not require complex 
computations and so the processing overhead is also 
less. Perkins proposed a QoS extension of AODV 
routing packets in [6]. DSR routing protocol is also an 
on demand routing protocol, which is also composed 
of route discovery and route maintenance phases. This 
protocol utilizes request to manage packet to obtain 
the acceptance level of available bandwidth. But this 

protocol does not care about the packet transmission 
delay. Conti [9] proposed a method to choose the 
reliable path by determining the reliability of routing 
paths. 
  
C. QoS in Hybrid Wireless Networks 
Routing is the leading research concern in the growth 
of hybrid wireless networks. Most of routing protocols 
that have borrowed from MANETs cannot provide 
QoS routing. Most of the current approaches used for 
routing in the hybrid wireless networks focus 
primarily on increasing network capacity or routing 
reliability. Luo et al. [10] proposed a Unified Cellular 
and Ad Hoc Network Architecture (UCAN). In UCAN, 
the 3G Base Stations directs data packets in a hybrid 
fashion only for destination nodes with reduced 
channel quality. But this architecture doesn’t extend 
the coverage area of base stations. Wu et al. [11] 
proposed an integrated cellular and ad hoc relaying 
(iCAR) system which helps the cellular network to 
gain a higher throughput. But it suffers from several 
problems which include hardware complexity, 
signaling overhead and non-optimal routes. Aggelos 
Bletsas [12] suggested a method to reach an efficiency 
in higher bandwidth by choosing the best relay. Jiang 
et al. [13] suggested a resource provision method in 
hybrid networks modeled by IEEE802.16e and mobile 
Wi-Max to provide service with high reliability. 
Compared to the above works, TQOD protocol 
provides a higher throughput, better scalability, 
mobility-resilience, improved network capacity and 
reduced contention. 
 
III. THE TQOD ROUTING PROTOCOL 
 
To achieve QoS in a highly dynamic network 
environment, an enhanced QoS-Oriented Distributed 
routing protocol with Traffic awareness (TQOD) is 
proposed. The TQOD protocol alters the packet 
routing problem into a dynamic resource scheduling 
problem. The main objective of TQOD is to reduce 
transmission delay and to improve the network 
throughput based on Channel condition, queuing 
condition and user mobility. In TQOD, if a source 
node is not within the transmission range of an access 
point, that source node selects adjacent neighboring 
nodes that can satisfy QoS services to direct its packets 
to the access points in a distributed manner. The 
source node then schedules the packet streams to its 
neighboring nodes based on their channel condition, 
queuing condition and mobility, with an objective to 
minimize transmission delay and improve network 
capacity. The neighbor nodes then forward these 
packets to the access points, which further forward 
packets to the corresponding destination. The QoS 
service is attained through the implementation of 
techniques such as the QoS-assured neighbor node 
selection to meet the required transmission delay, 
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Selection of paths with low traffic levels to augment 
the QoS of the packet transmission by reducing the 
packet delay, Distributed data packet scheduling for 
packet routing which further reduce the transmission 
delay, Node mobility based packet resizing for 
reducing the transmission time and Elimination of 
data redundancy to discard the repeated data thereby 
improving the transmission QoS. 
 
A. Overview of TQOD 
Scheduling feasibility is the power of a node to assure 
a packet to reach at its destination within the QoS 
requirements. The source node produce data packets 
sporadically. If the source node is within the coverage 
area of the access point, it send the packet directly to 
the destination node. If the direct transmission from a 
source node to an access point cannot assure the QoS 
requirement or if the source node is not within the 
coverage area of the access point, the source node 
sends a request message to its neighboring nodes. A 
neighbor node  having space utility Us less than a 
threshold value replies to the source node after 
receiving a forward request message from that source 
node. The reply message holds information about 
available resources for verifying packet scheduling 
feasibility, packet arrival interval , transmission 
delay , and deadline of the packet Dp of the 
packets in each flow from the neighbor node for 
estimating queuing delay (Tw) and the speed of the 
node for determining packet size ( (i)). On the basis 
of these information, the source node selects the 
neighbor nodes from the replied nodes that can assure 
the delay QoS requirements for packet transmission to 
access points. In order to assure the scheduling 
viability, the nominated neighbor nodes periodically 
announce their statuses to the source node. Then the 
qualified neighbors are sorted based on the descending 
order of queuing delay ( ). After that workload rate 
is allocated for each neighbor node based on which the 
best neighbor is chosen by the source node. Then the 
packets are send to the nodes  with transmission 
interval i.e. the individual packets are send 
to the neighbor nodes  from a longer delayed node to a 
shorter delayed node with an aim to lower the entire 
packet transmission delay. 
 
B. Applicability of TQOD Routing Protocol by 
considering Channel Utility and Workload 
Differences 
The TQOD routing protocol is designed based on the 
assumption that different nodes in the network has 
different channel utilities and workload that uses 
IEEE 802.11 as the MAC protocol. Otherwise, there is 
no need of scheduling of packets in routing as each 
node makes comparatively equal delay for packet 
transmission. Therefore, we have to analyze the node 
channel utility and workload differences in a network 

with IEEE 802.11 protocol in order to ensure whether 
the assumption holds true. IEEE 802.11 uses the 
CSMA/CA protocol as Medium Access Control 
protocol in order to avoid hidden terminal problem 
and medium access contention. In this protocol, if a 
source node wants to send a packet to a destination 
node, the source node first send an RTS (Request To 
send) message to the adjacent hop indicating the time 
required for the subsequent transmission. The 
destination node then reply with a CTS (Clear To 
Send) message in order to establish a connection with 
the source node. The neighboring nodes that overhear 
these RTS/CTS messages will set their Network 
Allocation Vector (NAV) to the transmission duration 
of that message, which avoids the transmission of 
packets into that channel by other nodes within that 
duration. Channel utility is defined as the fraction of 
time during which a channel is busy over a unit time. 
Let  be a constant time interval used for channel 
utility updating, by noting NAV and update interval , 
each node can calculate their channel utility by using 
the formulae (i)  =  , where  is the 
number of time units that  is interfered which is 
indicated by the NAV. For , the available bandwidth 
is = (1- (i)).  , where  is the transmission 
link capacity of the node. The workload of a node is 
defined as the total number of packets received by the 
node during the entire simulation time.  
 
C. QoS-assured neighbor node selection 
In a hybrid wireless network, the source node produces 
packets periodically. The source node send the packet 
directly to the destination node if the access point is 
within the coverage area of the source node. Otherwise, 
the source node send the packet to the nearby neighbor 
node which guarantee a QoS path to the destination 
node. As minimum delay is the principal real time 
QoS requisite for the data traffic transmission, TQOD 
integrates the Earliest Deadline First scheduling 
algorithm (EDF) [13] which is a deadline based 
scheduling algorithm for scheduling data traffic in the 
intermediate nodes. According to this algorithm, the 
intermediate nodes will be assigning highest priority 
to the packet which would be closest to the deadline 
and forwards these highest priority packets first. Let 

(i) represents the packet stream size from the node 
,  represents the bandwidth of node i, and (i)  

denote the arrival interval of a packet from node . 
The QoS of the data packets transmitted through node 

 can be satisfied if  

  +   + … +    =               (1) 

In order to prevent the occurrence of queuing 
congestion and to make the scheduling possible for 
queue, a space utility threshold  is considered for 
each node. The available space utility is denoted by 
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(i) =  – (i). In TQOD, after receiving a 
forward request message from a source node, an 
intermediate node  verify whether its space utility is 
less than threshold . If so that intermediate node 
replies the source node with the available workload 
rate (i)*  and the essential information to 
compute the queuing delay of the data packets from 
the source node. The source node then choose the 
replied neighbor nodes that can satisfy its QoS 
deadline for data packet forwarding based on the 
computed queuing delay. After the qualified nodes are 
selected, the source node have to distribute the data 
packets to these intermediate nodes on the basis of 
their available workload rate (i)*  in order to 
make the packet scheduling feasible. Consider Ai as 
the workload rate allocation from source node to 
immediate intermediate node i. Then work allocation 
set should be calculated as       
 

 


Nq

i
WiiUasAiAiWgA

1
*)(;                  (2)  

 
where  = ,  is the quantity of QoS 

qualified nodes and  is the  rate of packet 
generation of source node in kb/s. 
 
D. Selection of Paths with Low Traffic Levels 
To further improve the QoS of data transmission, it is 
essential to find a route in the network that fulfils the 
given quality requirements. TQOD integrates the 
selection of paths with low traffic levels which helps in 
the dynamic determination of feasible paths for 
accommodating the QoS of the given flow. In this 
method, a token message is passed from the source 
node to the selected intermediate nodes and the round 
trip time for that message is calculated. This round 
trip time can be computed from the sending time and 
receiving time of the token message. If the round trip 
time is high, which means that the traffic in the 
concerned node is high. If the round trip time is a 
smaller value, which means that the traffic in the 
concerned node is lower. Thus intermediate nodes 
with low traffic levels are selected. This leads to the 
introduction of paths with low traffic levels. This 
method helps in minimizing the total transmission 
time of an entire packet stream and improves the total 
network throughput by reducing the number of totally 
energy depleted nodes in the network. 
 
E. Distributed Data Packet Scheduling for Packet 
Routing 
The distributed packet scheduling algorithm is 
designed to further minimize the transmission delay. 
According to this algorithm, the formerly generated 
packets are assigned to the intermediate nodes with 
longer queuing delay and the recently generated 
packets are assigned to the intermediate nodes with 
shorter queuing delay. This lead to the reduction of 

transmission time for the entire packet stream. Let 
TQoS be the delay QoS requirement. Let  be the data 
packet queuing time and (i) be the data packet 
queuing time of node . The source node required to 
compute  of each of the intermediate node to select 
intermediate nodes that can transmit its packets 
within the deadline, i.e. the nodes that assure the 
condition  < TQoS–  –  , where is the 
transmission delay between a source node and an 
intermediate node and    is the transmission delay 
between an intermediate node and the destination 
node. After scheduling the data traffic to the qualified 
intermediate nodes (i.e. the nodes that can meet the 
above condition), the previously generated packets 
from the source node are transmitted to a node with 
longer queuing delay but still within the deadline 
bound and the latest generated packets from the source 
node are transmitted to a node with shorter queuing 
delay, thus reducing the transmission time of the 
entire traffic stream. 
 
F. Node Mobility Based Packet Resizing 
Due to the highly dynamic nature of the hybrid 
wireless networks, the communication connection 
between the nodes breaks frequently which reduces 
QoS of packet transmission. The space utility of an 
intermediate node that forwards the data packet p is 
Sp/Wi*Ta. So the size if the packet Sp determines the 
packet scheduling feasibility and packet dropping 
probability of an intermediate node. That is, if we 
reduce the size of the packet, the scheduling feasibility 
can be increased and dropping probability can be 
reduced. But we cannot reduce size of the packet too 
small, as it will increase the number of data packets to 
be transmitted and producing more packet 
transmission overhead. So a Node mobility based 
packet resizing algorithm is proposed, in which the 
lower mobility intermediate nodes are assigned with 
larger size packets and the higher mobility 
intermediate nodes are assigned with smaller size 
packets. This may help to achieve QoS assured packet 
transmission. As the mobility of the node increases, 
the size of a data packet Sp sent from a node to its 
neighbor node i decreases in the following manner:  

      (3) 
where  is a scaling parameter and  is the relative 
mobility speed of the source node and the intermediate 
node and  = 1 kb. 
 
G.  Elimination of Data Redundancy 
In a wireless network, nodes are having broadcasting 
feature, i.e. both the mobile nodes and the APs have 
the capability to overhear and cache data packets in 
their memory. According on this feature, an 
end-to-end data traffic redundancy elimination (TRE) 
algorithm [16] is employed in TQOD to reject the 
redundant data and to progress the packet 
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transmission QoS. This algorithm utilizes chunking 
pattern to conclude the boundary of chunks in a data 
stream. The source node caches the data that it has 
sent. Similarly, the receiver also caches its received 
data. Before sending a data packet, the source node 
first scans for a duplicated chunk in the cache. If it 
finds one, then it knows the AP receiver also has the 
same packet in its cache, so it sends the corresponding 
signature instead of this packet. When the AP receiver 
receives this particular signature, it checks for the 
associated data chunk in its cache. If it finds the sane, 
it replaces the signature with that data, otherwise it 
requests the source node to send the data. 
 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
 
This section shows the distinct characteristics of 
TQOD compared to QOD, EAODV and AODV 
through simulations on NS-3. QOD is a QoS Oriented 
Distributed routing protocol for hybrid wireless 
networks, but this protocol does not have the provision 
for selecting routing path with low traffic levels like 
that of TQOD.  E-AODV is Extended Ad-hoc On 
Demand Distance Vector routing protocol, which is a 
resource reservation-based routing protocol for QoS 
routing in MANETs. This protocol extends AODV 
routing protocol by including additional information 
such as maximum delay and minimum available 
bandwidth of each neighbor nodes in their respective 
routing tables. AODV is Ad-hoc On Demand Distance 
Vector routing protocol which is the most popular 
routing protocol for wireless ad hoc networks.                                                                                                                             
Figures 1, 2 and 3 compare the QoS throughput, 
network delay and packet delivery ratio of the systems 
which are implemented with different protocols such 
as TQOD, QOD, EAODV and AODV with different 
number of source nodes. These networks are 
compared in terms of their throughput, delay and 
packet delivery ratio. From the graphs shown it is 
clear that the network with TQOD has the highest 
throughput, improved packet delivery ratio and 
minimal delay compared to the networks with other 
protocols. 
 

 
Fig.1 Comparison of throughput of different networks 

 
Fig.2 Comparison of delay of different networks 

 

 
Fig.3 Comparison of packet delivery ratio of different 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Hybrid wireless networks that combine MANETs and 
infrastructure wireless networks have proven to be a 
better network structure for the next generation 
wireless networks and which help to tackle the 
stringent end to end QoS requirement for different 
wireless applications. In this paper, QoS in hybrid 
wireless networks is assured through five techniques. 
The QoS-assured neighbor node selection helps in 
selecting QoS guaranteed intermediate nodes. The 
distributed packet scheduling for packet routing and 
node mobility based packet resizing method improves 
network throughput and reduces packet dropping 
probability. While low traffic level path selection and 
data redundancy elimination methods reduces 
end-to-end transmission delay and improves packet 
delivery ratio of the network. The simulation results 
show that TQOD routing protocol can achieve higher 
throughput, mobility resilience, flexibility and 
scalability. In future, the QoS performance of TQOD 
can be improved by using the concept of dual channel.  
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